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Polar Wire Products is an authorized distributor for Corrosion Technologies.
For the complete line of CorrosionX® products, visit www.corrosionx.com
ORDER ONLINE

CorrosionX® Heavy Duty forms a
dripless, non-hardening, self-healing film
that stubbornly resists removal by splash
or spray—even full saltwater immersion.
It penetrates rust and corrosion, removes
moisture, stops electrolysis, then seals.
12 oz. Aerosol 90104
Gallon 96004
5-Gallon 96005

CorrosionX®Aviation, a product
16 oz.
Trigger Spray
91002

16 oz.
Aerosol
90102

Gallon
94004

6 oz.
Aerosol
90101

CorrosionX® stops and prevents corrosion and
rust. A light spray on power heads, generator
sets and engines two or three times a year keeps
them looking like new—even in saltwater
conditions. CorrosionX® lubricates under heavy
loads and high temperatures, and penetrates
quickly. Corroded or rusted nuts, bolts or fittings
can usually be removed within a few minutes.
CorrosionX® is nontoxic, non-carcinogenic,
and nonflammable when not in aerosol form.
The aerosol propellant is flammable.
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CorrosionX® has the
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unique ability to “polar
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magnet. This helps
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through microscopic
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voids and over surface
irregularities to penetrate between seized
surfaces, where it softens rust and corrosion
deposits to free up frozen parts. CorrosionX®
not only stops rust and corrosion, it provides
exceptional, long-lasting lubrication, better
than even Teflon-fortified products.
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The bearing on the
left was treated with
CorrosionX; the one
on the right was left
untreated. Both were
sprayed with seawater
every day for two
weeks. Note the
remarkable difference.
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Polar Wire Products, Inc

of aerospace research and development,
is a special blend of inhibitors,
lubricants and surface-active
agents. Stops and prevents
rust and corrosion. Lubricates
better than Teflon® products.
Penetrates and loosens frozen
parts faster than other products
designed for that purpose.
16 oz. Trigger Spray 80103
16 oz. Aerosol 80102

Gallon 84004

RejeX® advanced polymer
treatment seals painted surfaces,
metal, gel coat, glass and acrylic
against bugs, bird droppings,
exhaust stains, oil, grease, tar,
and other grime. RejeX® forms
a long-lasting barrier that
protects vehicle finishes and
provides a lustrous shine.
12 oz. 61001
16 oz. 61002
Gallon 61004

MaxWax® is a tough, synthetic wax-based, resilient corrosion
inhibitor barrier coating that provides long-term protection for
metal surfaces. It forms a smooth, even coating and penetrates
to stop rust and corrosion. Will not harden, crack or lose
resiliency even in sub-zero temperatures and high heat.
12 oz. 77002

ReelX® is the perfect lubricant for fishing reels. It
keeps reels lubricated and corrosion-free for maximum
performance. ReelX® is used and recommended by
prominent reel manufacturers.

1 oz. 77000

CorrosionX® for Guns cuts through stubborn bore deposits
for better cleaning, and decreases fouling, even after hundreds
of rounds. Lubricates mechanisms and prevents rust, even in
wet weather. Ideal for semiautomatics and automatics.
4 oz. 50010

Shop our online store!

